Gene selection of rat hepatocyte proliferation using adaptive sparse group lasso with weighted gene co-expression network analysis.
Grouped gene selection is the most important task for analyzing the microarray data of rat liver regeneration. Many existing gene selection methods cannot outstand the interactions among the selected genes. In the process of rat liver regeneration, one of the most important events involved in many biological processes is the proliferation of rat hepatocytes, so it can be used as a measure of the effectiveness of the method. Here we proposed an adaptive sparse group lasso to select genes in groups for rat hepatocyte proliferation. The weighted gene co-expression networks analysis was used to identify modules corresponding to gene pathways, based on which a strategy of dividing genes into groups was proposed. A strategy of adaptive gene selection was also presented by assessing the gene significance and introducing the adaptive lasso penalty. Moreover, an improved blockwise descent algorithm was proposed. Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method can improve the classification accuracy, and select less number of significant genes which act jointly in groups and have direct or indirect effects on rat hepatocyte proliferation. The effectiveness of the method was verified by the method of rat hepatocyte proliferation.